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Abstract—In this paper, the effect of insulator angle with
respect to the cross arm on the electrical performance of a
polymer insulator under lightning impulse voltage condition
was studied and the results discussed accordingly. An insulator
angle with the cross arm of other than 90° is usually due to
defects in the connections or being under pressure from the
line angles and it can be an important issue for the stability of
the line against lightning. The results show that the insulator
angle can play an important role in increasing the electric
fields around insulator and thus increase the chance of
electrical breakdown of the insulator.

II.

POLYMER INSULATOR

Figure 1 shows pictures of two distribution lines in which
the polymer insulators have an angle with respect to the
cross arm of other than 90°. In this paper, the performance
of an insulator with different angles under lightning impulse
voltage conditions will be studied.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Consideration of the electrical performance of polymer
insulators under lightning conditions is one of the important
issues necessary to take into account in order to increase the
insulation level of the line and also the stability of power
lines overall [1, 2]. Several studies have been undertaken to
evaluate the effects of humidity and pollution on the
electrical performance of insulators [3-7]. The angle of the
insulator with respect to the cross arm can also have an
effect on the field distribution along the insulator. It should
be mentioned that an incorrect insulator angle to the cross
arm is usually caused by defects in the connections, a lack
of periodic control of fillings and also the pressure caused
by the line angle. In this paper, the electrical performance of
a 10 kV polymer insulator under different angles with
respect to the cross arm was considered and two samples of
impulse voltage were set as voltage sources. Moreover, the
electric fields at different observation points along the
insulator were evaluated and the results were discussed
accordingly. The basic assumptions in this study are listed
as follows:
1- The weather conditions are dry.
2- The pollution effect is ignored.
3- The potential of the cross arm is zero.

Figure 1. Two real medium voltage lines
A 10 kV polymer insulator was considered as illustrated in
Figure 2 and the insulator parameters were as listed in
Table I.

Figure 2. A real 10 kV polymer insulator

TABLE I. Polymer insulator specifications
Part of Insulator

Dimensions

Shed diameter (mm)

148/118

Shed-to-shed spacing (mm)

50

Structure Height (mm)

250

Min Nominal Creepage distance (mm)

420
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Figure 4. The applied return stroke current wave shape
for evaluation of lightning induced voltage on typical
distribution line

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two different impulse voltage wave shapes were applied on
the insulator under different angles with respect to cross arm
as shown in figure.3. It should be mentioned that the case a
is a standard wave shape (1.2/50us) with the voltage peak
that was obtained from experimental work in the high
voltage lab on the breakdown voltage and case b is
evaluated lightning induced voltage on a typical line with
10m height and 50m distance with respect to lightning
channel where the applied current was illustrated in figure.4.
[8].

Figure 5 illustrates the observation points along the polymer
insulator. Moreover, the material parameters of the insulator
are tabulated in Table II [9, 10]. Moreover, the model was
simulated in the Maxwell software where the geometry of
model was demonstrated in figure.6.

Case a: 142kV (1.2/50us)

Figure 5. The geometry of the observation points

Case b: 160kV
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TABLE II. Electrical parameters of the polymer
insulator

Voltage (kV)

1.25E+002
1.00E+002
7.50E+001
5.00E+001

2.50E+001
0.00E+000
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Figure 3. Applied impulse voltage wave shapes
(case a: standard wave shape, case b: lightning induced
voltage wave shape)
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Figure 7 shows the electric field profiles for case ‘a’ under
different angles with respect to cross arm. As illustrated in
figure 7, by decreasing of angle the values of electric field in
the air between the insulator and cross arm will be increased

and the chance of electrical breakdown will be significantly
increased.

Likewise, the values of electric field and current density at
different parts of insulator (based on figure.5) were listed in
Table.III. The results illustrate that the angle value has an
inverse relationship with the values of electric filed on the
insulator surface and it is significantly effective on the values
of charge density at different observation points on the
insulator surface.

Table III. Evaluated electrical parameters for case a

Figure.6. Geometry of model
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Figure.7. Electric field profiles under different angles for
case a

Electric Field Distribution

Figure.8 Electrical field profiles under different angles
for case b

Figure.8 illustrates the electric field profiles of insulator for
case b where it shows that by reducing of the value insulator
angle, the electric field values at the air gap between
insulator and cross arm were increased and it can be directly
effective on increasing the chance of breakdown in that
area.
Table IV.Evaluated electrical paramaters for case b
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Likewise, the values of electric field and current density at
different parts on the insulatro were tabulated in table IV.
Table IV demonstrates that the insulator angle can be
effective on the values of electric field and charge density
on the surface of insulator. It should be mentioned that the
values of charge density on the insulator surface can be
effective on the surface breakdown.The results show that the
values of the electric fields were affected by the insulator
angle with respect to the cross arm. Therefore, in order to
increase the insulation level of the line against this effect,
the difference percentage of electrical parameters (between
90 degrees and possible angles) can be evaluated and taken
into account for designing new lines or improving existing
lines.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the effect of the insulator angle with respect to
the cross arm was considered and the values of the electric
fields under two samples of impulse voltage were evaluated
and the results discussed accordingly. The results show that
the values of the electric fields and charge density are
affected by the insulator angle, such that by reducing the
insulator angle the chance of electrical breakdown in the air
gap between insulator and cross arm will be increased.
Moreover, by evaluating and taking into account the
percentage difference in the results for different angles, the
overall insulation level of the line will be increased, which
should be considered in the design of new lines and when
improving existing lines.
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